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m^ses where apenitent has some time for reflectio^Tthere is
ever^eason for making a first confession that ccdfrs the whole
life. FiNl this takes seriously the fact that oui^ns are not
distinct, undated deeds; they share acommon root system
going deep inWour fear and lovelessness. J^nelps to lay out in
confession eveiroiing I understand to hemn in order to really
show that I have l^gun to grasp this, rfcond, making afull
self-examination giveVpod the oppoMnity to break through
that part ofour self-delteption whj^n very much wants to think
of sin in terms of dramatX. obvyus wrongdoing. God may

ice for one particular, seriousindeed be moving me to rej
sin,but this may be just the
into my heart. God may

ining of God's breakthrough
md to go further and uncover

more sin in my life whiojTuntil no^^have avoided recognizing.
Third, making afull ujp confession is^pnce-for-all turning point;
it means I will not iiWcne future need to\eturnto my past life
for further assuranie of pardon. Of courseWi times to come my
understanding oran will mature, and I will aways beacquiring
new insight abdnt my past. But itwill be afor^llfen past. In
future confesflons I will deal only with what I hav\done and who
I have been^nce my last confession. My concern wuMse with
the preseo/and with where I am now.

4.

PREPARING YOUR FIRST CONFESSION

The task of self-examination leading to a first confession that
covers all your life probably seems daunting. This chapter offers
practical guidance in the art of self-examination and outlines the
process leading up to the point when you will be ready to arrange
for your confession. It offers suggestions about the time to take
and the frame of mind in which to approach the searching of
conscience. It sets out two stages. The first phase is one of
unaided recollection of past life, the conscience working spontan
eously. The second consists in questioning one's life in the light
ofthe Scriptures. A series ofexercises ofreflection is given to
help focus your awareness ofsin more sharply.

Now that you are on the brink ofthis self-examination, you
are bound to have lots of feelings. What are they? It is agood
starting point to ponder them; you might find it helpful to write
down what these feelings are. Naming sins is going to be asignifi
cant part ofyour life in the next few weeks; naming your initial
feelings about the task ahead is avaluable preliminary.

Here are some of the feelings you may experience.
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— My memory isn't good. I would neverremember more than a
fraction ofwhat I ought to confess, so I am afraid the confes
sion is going to be inadequate.

— It will take forever to delve into the past and I don't have
much time.

— I am afraid that if I spent alotof time thinking about my
faults and mistakes, and all the ugly things about me, I'll get
depressed. They might engulfme in a sense of unworthiness,
and my sense of self-esteem islow enough as it is.

— I am confused about many things I have done and felt. Are
they sins or not? I don't know. In the church, they are
saying that some things that used to be regarded as wrong are
now considered okay. At times I have felt comfortable doing
things that were traditionally supposed to beoff-limits.

— Where onearth do I start? Certain obvious things come to
mind, but I'm not good with words. How shall I set about
uncovering the full range of things that have been wrong in
my life?

— I am apprehensive about including things I know perfectly
well are going to happen again after confession.

— I am afraid I'll be so nervous during the confession that my
mind will go blank and I will have wasted all the effort of
self-examination.

Do you have feelings to add to these? Maybe your feelings
are mixed, so that you are partly eager to get on with it and
partly put off by the difficulty of self-examination.

The important thing now is to speak about your feelings to
God. Usually we censor them and pray only about selected
issues that wesuppose are more acceptable to the Lord than the
ones we hold back. But the essence of confession is the conscious
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disclosure of the whole truth ofourselves, as we are aware of it to
God. That ishow we open ourselves to God's acceptance andthe
changes God wants to bring about inour lives from within. A first
step, then, on the wayto confession is sharing withGod all our
feelings about theapproach we are making to thesacrament of
reconciliation.

A second step is to consider, in the light of these feelings,
what youwant to ask from God. Trust that God wants and is able
to give youthe help you need. So go ahead and ask for what you
need. Remember the point made in the opening pages of the
book; it isGodwho leads you to reconciliation and enables you to
respond.

The Indwelling Spirit ofGod
You may be oneof those whoneeds to focus nowon the

greatest giftGod can ever give. You have already received it! It
is the giftof the divine Spirit dwelling deep within you,living and
active in your heart. You may belong to thatvery large number of
Christians who imagine God almost exclusively as "out there,"
above and away from you, influencing you from a distance. It
makes a vital difference to get in touch with this truth—the Holy
Spirit belongs to ourinnermost being. Self-examination takes on
acompletely different quality when we discern that the Holy
Spirit knows us intimately from within and isable to stir up and
bring to light whatwe need to confess as it draws us to experience
forgiveness through Jesus. We are not on our own and we do not
have to cudgel ourbrains to discover our sins! Ourapproach to
penitence changes whenwe grasp that we don't have to manipu
late ourselves to whip up the right sense of sorrow for sin and true
desire for renewal of life. These things are gifts that the Holy
Spirit wants to open up in ourhearts. They are gifts ofgrace.

Here are some passages of Scripture that you can meditate on
in order to be touched again by thisawareness of the Holy Spirit.

a. Ps. 139 expresses dramatically the searching
intimacy ofGod'sknowledge of us.
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b. In John 7:37-39Jesus affirms that the Spirit flows
in our heart. The KingJamesversion reads "belly"
while the Greek original means "guts." The Holy
Spirit works in usat gut-level!

c. John 14:16-23; 25, 26 teaches that the Spirit dwell
ing withinus is no mere hazy presence, but a teacher
and guide always bringing the truth to light.

d. Romans 8:26, 27 teaches that the Spirit knows our
innermost selves so profoundly that it prays within
us at a leveldeeper than our conscious minds.

What are these passages saying to you?
If we come to think of the examination of our conscience in

terms of listening to what the Holy Spirit brings up, many of our
fears anddifficulties will be lessened. Take, for example, the
issue of completeness. Of course my confession will not literally
be complete or exhaustive. Many things have been forgotten
forever, and I could neverhope to describe every instance of
repetitive wrongdoing. What I can realistically expect is that the
Holy Spirit will bring to my attention the significant sins that
call for forgiveness and healing, and these will stand for the rest
which are inaccessible to consciousness. My work in self-examina
tion is to cooperate with the Spirit and open my eyes to memories
and areas of the heart it is exposing to the light. I am to lift the
censorship by which I habitually suppress the weak, dark,
damaged and guilty parts of myself. The Spirit knows all these
aspects of myself that I tend to banish into the shadows. In self-
examination I am allowing the Spirit to invite them up into the
light ofChrist. The time will come when further prayer and
reflection adds nothing new to the gathering up of these elements;
then the confession will be as complete asit is meant to be.

You mayalso be afraid that self-examination will plunge you
into depression. Yet the Holy Spirit is the giver of love and is out
to healallhatred, including self-hatred. Where it is at work there
may indeed be the pains ofgrowth and the stingof truth, but
there willalso be the tell-tale signs of a certain taste of
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freedom andenlarged joy. Any bitter state of gloom and self-
revulsion is a sign ofresistance rather than repentance. The
Spirit can be trusted not to crush usorbring usinto despair;
God hasno interest in inducing heavybouts of tortuous intro
spection in which we wring ourconsciences dry or pry into
ourdepths. We may approach self-examination with the
healthyexpectation that along with a sobering pain over what
we have done, we will be given the grace to look at our sins
with some detachment and that we will even anticipate a certain
joy in advance at the thought of absolution. We can feel
strengthened by the thought that the Holy Spirit has built usup
to the point where we can nowbear to face hard truths about
ourselves, which we could not deal with until now.

Finally, get ridof any idea that self-examination isa mere
compilation of sins to be gotten through as quickly as possible.
In andof itself, the process of self-examination isan opportunity
for the Spirit to give you manygifts. A lot of growing, learning,
discovering, makingconnections, receiving insight and awareness
can happen in this time, a newgrasping of the mystery of how
intricately and fatefully yourlife isboundup with that of others,
and God's. Take your time, oraswas said at the beginning of the
book, take God's time.

At this point it may help you to know that self-examination
for a first confession typically takesbetween three and six weeks.
Imagine a month given to the process anddon't be surprised if it
takes a little less or a little more.

GettingStarted
You may begin thinkingabout the practical side of self-

examination by asking yourselfby what means you are going to
bring the results of your heart-searching to the sacrament of
reconciliation. Many people imagine that they willhave to carry
everything in theirheads andthen let it all pour out spontaneously
during the time of confession. This is a mistake. It is not only
permitted to bring written notes to usein the rite, it is strongly
recommended. Why strain yourselfto perform a great feat of
memorization? In fact it is asking for trouble to relyon unaided
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recall. This is no merespeech beingmemorized, but an account of
things that fill youwith shame. In the stress of the momentit is
likely that certain sins wouldbe unconsciously blockedand you
would inadvertently fail to confess thingsthat you had originally
intendedto bring up. It will trouble you to realize the omissions
later.

Making notesduring self-examination helps us to articulate
our sins. They appear beforeus in blackandwhite, and once
they are noted down we can move on to others. As the days go
by we can addto the notes,alter them, and bring about some
kind of order. You may find headings and key words sufficient
or you may want to write things out in full in a form you could
simplyread out in the confession. Do what you find comes
naturally. However if you keep ajournal, do not useit for this
purpose. The notes are never to be kept after confession. They
must be destroyed not only because they should never be read by
any other person, but because forgiveness involves truly letting-go
of our sins andhanding them all overto God. You shouldnot
want to hold on to them even symbolically by keepingthe written
record.

Second,how much time will you devote to self-examination?
Experience showsthat it is usually ill-advised to spendhoursat
one time. It is easy to get bogged down in longheavy sessions of
introspection. Shortertimes of not more than half an hour,with
a few daysinterval between each one, are much more effective
and manageable. You have no doubt experienced the value of
sleeping on a problem. Instead of making a snap decision you
wait until the next day and find that some clarification has
emerged during the period of incubation. This also happens in
self-examination. We ponder one point or one aspect of ourlife
and relationship with God andthen set it aside for a spell while
we go about our normal routine. As we work and sleep our
unconscious selves (under the stimulus of the Holy Spirit) con
tinue the reflection, and the next time we focus we are able to
put our finger on what we need to confess.

Third, whatmethod will you use? Just sitting down and
hoping for the best, orletting your mind wander aimlessly here
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and there amongst yourmemories, produces verydisappointing
results. The exercises I set out further along in the book follow
a particular method. It isnotahard and fast system, but neither
is the pattern merely arbitrary.

The first stage is to divide ourlife up into five or six phases
andthen to take each in turn, recalling our experiences of those
years and bringing to mind particular sins which weigh on our
consciences in anyway. This exploration of ourmemories pro
vides the biographical backbone of the confession. The second
stage is to challenge and stimulate ourconscience with fresh
meditation on the gospel and the teaching of the Scriptures.
Hard questions about holiness, justice and love are faced in a
focused way. This should help to articulate more sins that were
not seen before, and they can be noteddown in the life-story
sequence laid out during the first stage. The third stage involves
reflection on the patterns of sinning, which can be discerned in the
material noted so far. Typical faults and threads of behavior run
ning through thevarious phases ofour life may be noticed. It is
possible now to go further in pointing to ourroot sins and putting
our finger on the inner motivation underlying some of our sinful
behavior. This awareness can be woven into the confession.

The integrity and simplicity ofaconfession isgreatly helped
by observing these disciplines. A fairly obvious discipline is
avoidance of unnecessarily implicating other people. There is no
need to use others' names in confession, and very few good
reasons exist for disclosing the sins of particular people. There
are instances when, for example, a person has been seriously
wronged by a parent, partner, orchild and thishas given rise to
revenge orobsessive mistrust. In confessing this behavior it may
be necessary to allude to the original wrong that has been done
to us, but generally speaking we avoid confessing other people's
sins.

Another discipline is to use plain language and avoid evasive
generalizations. Part of the role of the confessor is to make sure
your confession ishonest and intelligible. He orshe might have to
challenge you to be specific and concrete if you use opaque
expressions like"I have been impure" or"I have been proud."
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To say "I have been uncharitable in my family life" istoovague;
thewords reveal nothing. In one case, it might turn out to refer
to a perfectly justifiable, robust showing ofanger inresponse to a
husband's selfish demands; on another's lips it could refer to
beating of infant children as aresult of an uncontrollable drinking
problem. Use expressions that you are confident will give the
Christian sister orbrother hearing your confession aclear idea of
the particular behavior you are confessing. One great philosopher
has left us the motto, "Truth is concrete."

Finally, it isgood to strip away from the confession unneces
sary material that might have gotten woven induring the process
of self-examination. You may find asequence of very similar
incidents described inarepetitive way; one typical instance can be
allowed to stand for others. Eliminate any irrelevant details,
elaborate anecdotes, fancy psychological explanations and all
excuses! Take out references to anytemptations which were
never translated into action.

Beginning YourLife Review
Your life is unique. Savor that fact anddon't minimize it.

It has a form and pattern of its own, however conventional or
messy it might appear. What are thedifferent stages of your life?
How has it unfolded with the passing years and how have changes
in circumstances divided it into distinct periods? Choose to divide
your life into perhaps halfadozen distinct periods. Some of
these may simply reflect the human life-cycle: "childhood,"
"adolescent years," "from the time I started work until I got
married," "since the children left home." Some may be marked
offbythe impact ofillness, divorce, bereavement, or military
service. Other epochs may berelated to religious awakening, or
turning-points such as "coming out" for agay person, orembark
ing onanew career. When your particular headings have occurred
to you, write each one on aseparate sheet of paper.

This stage is meant to be a time for recalling each phase of
your Mie fully. It is an adventure in taking stock and meeting
again the particular self you were ateach stage, together with
the people your life was bound up with. There is agreat value
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in having the courage to unlock your memory and face what may
have beenvirtually forgotten for years. You maydiscover
marvelous, touching and humorous things as well as banal, evil
and painful ones. Do not thinkof self-examination as exclusive
preoccupation withthenegative and sinful. In the first place,
sin iswoven into the very texture of life and you will not be able
to discern it unless you look at the whole picture. The Spirit is
seeking to show howGod was with you, however hidden, in
everything. Seond, the appreciative weighing of your good
experience—the gifts given, opportunities, achievements, loves,
friendships and soon—bring us to the realization of how much
sinthere is in simple ingratitude. You are arare human being
indeed if youhave not undervalued the gifts ofGod in lifeand
clutched instead at gratification from what the wisdom ofGod
warned you to avoid, as AdamandEve didin theGenesis story.
Confession is a form of praise. We come to be reconciled, not by
narrowly focusing on the successes sin has had in ourlife, but by
glorifying God, through gratitude for God's hold on us, God's
forbearance, tenderness andloving offering ofChrist to us.

Always begin a session of self-examination by praying for
the Holy Spirit to help you. You may thenstart withanyof the
stages of your life, and those people drawn to confession because
of a particular sin weighing on theirconscience willapproach that
first. It will make sense for many to begin with childhood, the
years following the onsetof rudimentary moral awareness.
Moving phase by phase through yourlife-story gives a feeling for
ourdevelopment as persons and the stages of ourgrowth (and
regression) in awareness, responsibility and faith. We recognize
that each period ofour life has certain challenges and tempta
tionsandtherefore typical sins ofresistance. For example,
adolescence is usually marked by sins committedin the struggle
for independence and identity andin the exploration of sexuality.
In the years after the initial infatuation of falling in love has
waned, married couples face particular challenges to loyalty and
love, and so on.

There are two tendencies to be careful of asyou deliberate
what to confess from each period. First, there is a temptation
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to impose akindof adult censorship on early memories. A large
number of adults have surprisingly strong residual guilt over
certain painful examples of childhood wrongdoing, but in self-
examination brush them aside as too immature or trivial to
deserve mention. While we ought to keepa sense of proportion,
we have no business suppressing from our confession matters
whichstill cause shame in retrospect. The sins of childhood are
the sins of childhood! It can be important for anadult to feel
forgiven by God for some actof cruelty to an animal, orahabit
of forcing alittle brother to take the blame for one's petty acts
of vandalism, or for gleefully participating with one's peers in
racist taunting,and so on.

Second, there is a temptation to feel obliged to use traditional
religious jargon because we think the church expects it, even
though such language fails to correspond to our real convictions.
It could be dishonest, for example, to refer dramatically to
"committing fornication before marriage" as ablanket statement
to cover all sexual behavior. Instead, it isbetter to think honestly
about how God expects you to grow into sexual maturity and try
to put into yourown words what was wrong about specific rela
tionships. Did willful self-deception mask the lack of any interest
in cherishing the other? Did you manipulate the other's feelings
for selfish ends? Did you trivialize sex?

After a number of sessions of self-examination which have
taken youthrough to the present, you may feel drawn to go back
and add further things to the various pages of yournotes. After
some time elapses the memory yieldsmore, connections are made
and gaps begin to be filled. Long-forgotten relationships and
events emerge from the shadows. Eventually though, perhaps
after a couple ofweeks, youwill probably find yourself unable to
come up with anything more. Now is the time to let God use the
Scriptures and other exercises to probe and challenge yourheart
further.
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Exercises of Self-Examination

The exercises that follow do not attempt to provide a comprehen
sive catalog of sins for you to survey. That would be a very
questionable undertaking; it would shortcut your responsibility
and could never pretend to be exhaustive. They attempt instead
to help you approach your relationship with God, the world,
yourselfand your neighbor for a number of different angles, so
that blind spots in the workings of your conscience might be
exposed. They point to places in Scripture where "the word of
God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword,
piercing to the division of souland spirit, ofjoints and marrow,
anddiscerning the thoughts andintentions of the heart" (Heb.
4:12). They ask questions that might help you to identify sin
in contemporary terms. Obviously the exercises are going to
overlap, and so though they are arranged in sequence, the order
does not have to be followed exactly.

The Scripture passages which form the basis for most of these
exercises are classic ones for the disclosure ofGod's will for
human life, such asthe Lord's summaryof the Law, the Ten
Commandments, the Sermon on the Mount, and St. Paul's great
wordsabout love in I Corinthians 13. You probably know of
other places in Scripture which challenge your conscience and
search your heart. Look them up aswell and expose yourself
again to their power. Some mightwant to read through an entire
gospel, such as Luke's, to face the living Christ andhear again
about the life of true discipleship.

Take only one exercise at a time, for otherwise you might
succumb to the temptation to skateoverthe surface. Let the
Scripture passage work on you first and make your own responses
to it. Then ponder the questions that follow. They are not
necessarily the obviousand straightforward ones, but are meant
to suggest awide range ofbehavior to which a commandment of
God is seento be relevant when we follow the Spirit and not
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merely the letter. The fact that a particular kind of action is not
mentioned is no indication that you aren't meant to confess it!

Keep in mind that God's will can never be captured in form
ulae and neat definitions. Consider whether your particular role
in life brings with it responsibilities towards God and others
which not everybody has. Check whether you tend to stay with
one main definition of sin and overlook the many othercomple
mentary and mutually corrective images that Scripture gives:
notonly transgressing commandments but grieving the Holy
Spirit, turning away from holiness, missing the mark, living by the
flesh, conforming to this age, following the broad and easy path,
and so on. Fix your mind on the positive virtues, ofwhich sins
are the shadow, the symptoms of our resistance and dread of
pure goodness. Think of your gifts and positive qualities, and
consider how you taint or misuse them.

Preparing Your First Confession

1. A Preliminary Question forWomei

The historical monopoly men have had of the official teaching
roles in thVchurch, amonopoly now happily onraie way to
being brokeV has meant, among other things, Miat women have
usually been Xquired to understand their relationship with God
and their ethiclLand spiritual responses inramsthat do not fit
the special dynamics ofwomen's lives. TMs quotation from
The Following Ploltoh* by J. Neville Waifl may help some women
to be true to their experience aswomei/in their self-examination.

Christian teaching has usually interpreted sin in terms
of self-assertion, wutto-poweij/and the using of people
as things rather thanVeetinrohem as persons. That
interpretation is certaAly r/evant inthe masculine
world, with its innate nafe/for self-justification and the
anxieties relevant to theJteressive, the ambitious, the
competitive character. /loVever, the feminine journey
to God does not appear to g\ through that kind of
psychological county; and thVspiritual direction that
assumes that it doegis likely toVchieve something less
than illumination,

Pride and selfishness, as commonly understood, are
not the distincnve weakness ofwomeVto which you
may expect tfem to be reduced on the\ifficult day.
Woman has#characteristic capacity for ate opposite
posture, fof surrendering herindividual ccreerns in
order to meet therequirements of others, itVhe first
place th/needs ofher child and those ofher Husband
and otters. The more plausible suggestion is tn!

*The FoUMiHng Plough, Cowley Press, 1984, p. 99.
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that you do not have to delay comingto confession until these
doubts have been resolved oneway oranother/The rite of
reconciliation ismeant to help you with thatyancertainty. You
should notary to put these ambiguous grey/ireas of experience
out of your rajnd, nor should you needletfly keep workingaway
at them. Note them down and mention/hem in confession
specifically as mattetain which youar/unsure of God's will, and
ask for counsel which wiUeuide youJn your judgment.

Your self-examination i^ompl^e, as I said earlier, when
nothing new comes up in the time/of reflection other than
dottingi'sand crossingt's. Whej/thishappens, spend some time
pondering the humbling fact tMt the rott preparation is stillvery
sketchy and partial. We will know fully wh^t ourrelationship to
God, othersandourselves ha6 been only in tne>experience ofjudg
ment, which we enter into/nrough death. SpeakSoGod about
your realization that ther/is so much you have forgotten, and so
much you have not beepable to see.

When thework of/eart-searching isalmost over, it is goSrtto
let your focus return/juke simply to the person of Christ who
now coming to meejfyouwith the promise of forgiveness and
reunion. You majfbedrawn to meditate on his words in Luke 15
and Matt. 11:28/29.

Reconciliation

5.

MAKING YOUR FIRST CONFESSION

With self-examination now complete, there are two final steps to
consider. For many the first consists in tackling anyremaining
inhibition which mightbe causing them to hesitate. Do not be
surprised ordiscouraged if you find yourself experiencing alast-
minute reluctance to go ahead with making your first confession.
Allsorts of reasons may come into your mind for calling ahalt to
your intention to use the sacrament ofreconciliation. You may
find yourself arguing that since so few of your friends have done
this it cannot really beso significant, orthat you feel enough relief
having done just the self-examination. You may be put off by the
effort needed to find aconfessor. Perhaps the results of your self-
examination may be causing youmore shame than youhad antici
pated, and you may now be deeply embarrassed by the prospect
ofdisclosing your sins in confession. If you find yourself getting
cold feet, pray about it honestly. Remember howsome of the
disturbed people whom Jesus healed first putuparesistance to
him. There is part of us that clings to guilt as akind of possession,
and puts upa fight when the prospect of letting it go inabsolution
comes close. Thereasons we find for not going ahead with sacra
mental confession when it is just within reach are usually pretexts
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for staying withthe status quo. Think of thisreluctance as a
classic temptation to stayat asafe distance from the challenging
and healing touch ofChrist, and step through the barrier.

The second stepis finding a confessor. Many people will
already have consulted their rector, another priest on thestaffof
their parish, ortheir chaplain. They willhave shown this book to
the priest and explained that they are using it as aguide in prep
aration. Others who have prepared their confession on their own
now face the choice of a confessor.

Unless there are good reasons for going elsewhere, the natural
person to choose as your confessor is the priest who isalso your
pastor. You may find it disturbing at first to think of revealing
very secret things in your life to someone whoisaregular part of
it; youmay imagine the priest treating youdifferently afterwards.
Thisis the time for you to recall the seal of confession, and show
yourtrust in your priest. Far from raising a barrier between priest
and parishioner, this sacramental sharing can often form awhole
some bond between them "in Christ."

What are good reasons for going to another priest? Onereason
is if you are related to your pastor by blood or marriage. It is
inadvisable to go to an ordained spouse, son, ordaughter because
of the close personal involvement. Similarly, a close personal
friendship with your pastor often indicates that amore objective
outsider would make a more helpful ministerof the sacrament.
Stillanother reason for choosing a different priest is a situation
where you have beeninvolved in sinning with your pastor.

Finally, some priests have no personal experience of the
sacrament eitherasconfessors or as penitents. There are "low
church" and"liberal" traditionsin the Episcopal churchwhere the
use of the sacrament of reconciliation receives virtually no encour
agement. If after discussion your priest shows definite reluctance,
confusion about the value of the rite, or tries to dissuade you, it is
best simply to affirm your desire to use this sacrament andsay
that you willneed to goelsewhere for this particular ministry.
Remember how the Exhortation in the Prayer Book encourages
you to seek out "a discreet andunderstanding priest." Do not feel
in the least obliged to go for confession to a priest who has left
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you in any doubt as to his discretion and understanding. On the
other hand, there are many priests with only alimited experience
of the rite who desire and need more. Your trust in them, in spite
of their limitations, is very valuable. Bymaking your confession
to such a priest, you are helping her grow and learn.

You may also be able to find another priest byasking around
inlocal parishes or finding outwhere thehearing of confessions
is advertised. There may bea nearby parish whose catholic tradi
tion will include the ministry of the rite of reconciliation. If you
are fortunate enough to live within reach ofone of the religious
communities of the Episcopal church, members willbe able to
put you in touch with asuitable priest. You would also be justi
fied in asking your bishop for arecommendation.

The time to arrange the actual appointment for confession is
when you feel the process of self-examination is coming towards
completion. It may have occurred to you to turn up for one of
the regular times for confession that are advertised in some par
ishes, but there is arisk in this. Others may come in the same
hour and not leave enough time for your first confession, or you
may not leave enough time for theirs. You may need three-
quarters of an hour orlonger. It ismuch better to arrange a
personal appointment of an hour'sduration. Discuss with the
priest beforehand where you would like to make your confession.
It makes sense to choose a private room orchapel rather than a
more open situation in a church, as you may feel more secure in
the certainty of not being seen, even from a distance. As I men
tionedearlier, the useof confessional booths is not recommended,
especially for first confessions.

On the day itself you will want to spend some time in prayer
as a preparation. You may be drawn to meditate ona passage of
thegospels which invites youto thejoy of repentance, such as the
parable of the lost sheep (Lk. 15:1-7) orthe parable of the tax
collector and the Pharisee (Lk. 18:9-14). Psalms 25,32,40,51
and 130 are very suitable prayers for the day of confession.

Be prepared for the stirring of strong emotions just before
and during the confession. It is common to feel very nervous and
vulnerable. Why not? Don't apologize or try to stifle your
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feelings. If you feel calm, wellandgood; there is no needto force
sorrowful feelings. If you do feel movedandtearful, well and
good; how often the Scriptures speak of tears of sorrow and
repentance, actual tears. Often tears take men by surprise, but it
is part of the whole healing experience to let it happen. Everyone
should take a handkerchief or several tissues!

Therewillbe some preliminary choices to make. Which form
of the rite have you chosen? Tell the priest which one you prefer.
The second form is a natural choice for a first confession because
of its richer and somewhat stronger language. Then there is the
choice of posture. Kneeling is a very appropriate posture for
comingto the Lord for forgiveness and healing; there are many
accounts in the gospels of men andwomen kneeling before him.
It expresses neediness, humility, receptivity to blessing and it is
the traditional posture in the westernchurch for reconciliation.
Therefore expect to kneel at least for the absolution andlaying on
of hands. (If you have a physical infirmity which makes kneeling
impossible or painful, explain to the priest why you will needto
sit or stand for this.) It usedto be the case that you knelt for the
whole confession, from start to finish; therewould be a prayer
desk or rail for support and the priest would sit to one side. There
wouldbe no eye-contact with the minister of the sacrament.
Some people still find this helpful. The kneeling posture and
formality emphasize the objectivity of the sacramental action;
this is not a counseling session.

However it is more usual now to sit at least for that part of
the confession during which the priest offers"counsel, direction,
andcomfort." There can be a greater openness and freedom of
exchange at this time if both are able to sit back a bit and look
one another in the face. It is quite common too for the one
making the confession to sit for the whole service up to the
absolution, and it is less of a strain for some, especially if the
confession is long. You feel more at ease and supported if the
priest has the same posture asyou do. Think it overandexplain
to the priest what you prefer.

When the time comes for the priest to give you counsel, what
can you expect? First, your confessor may ask you for some
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words ofexplanation about a part of the confession which did not
seem clear. You may be asked to bemore specific, or describe the
circumstances that might make adifference to the gravity of the
sin. The priest may ask you to reconsider whether certain things
youhave mentioned were really sins or not. There isno need for
you to fear a"post-mortem" or inquisition, though; the confessor
is not with you to analyze or judge, but to apply to you personally
and briefly the good news ofGod's mercy in Christ. A priest who
understands the ministry ofreconciliation knows how to strength
en you in the moment of humiliation with words ofassurance
that God is lovingly active in your life, and is giving you a fresh
beginning and grounds for hope.

Sometimes the confessor will be moved to read to you a
passage of Scripture that seems to speak to your condition.
Knowing how deep the roots of our sinfulness are, the confessor
will not presume on the scant basis ofyour confession to give you
amoral prescription that will remedy acertain sin in your life.
But the priest may have advice about how to pray about it, how to
resist a certain temptation more effectively, howto reach for
healing in a particular area, how to look at a sinin adifferent
light so that ways ofoutgrowing it begin to seem possible. You
may be asked whether there are particular things in your confes
sion about which you would like some counsel. The priest may
discuss with you certain appropriate expressions of your repen
tance, such as asking others for their forgiveness, or making
amends incertain cases to those you have wronged. The priest
may offeryoutheopportunity to discuss at some future time, in
the same condition of absolute confidentiality, matters in the
confession which seem to call for extended counseling. This is
always an offer only. You do not have to agree to make up your
mind there and then, and it will be entirely up to you to take the
offer up later.

Feel free to express atthis time any "scruples and doubts"
(in the words of the Exhortation) that still trouble you about
yourrelationship with God. Do not hesitate to ask for clarifica
tion if you do not understand the meaning of the counsel you
have been given. It istrue, however, that the aptness of the
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counsel isnot always apparent all at once—not even to the confes
sor who istrying to be receptive to the Holy Spirit, for the Spirit's
inspiration is sometimes surprising orunusual. The impact of the
message may strike home only after you have gone away and
meditated on it.

Finally the priest may recommend an act of devotion for you
to do privately afterwards as away of setting your seal on the
sacramental act andaffirming yourreception of forgiveness and
desire for renewal of life. It may be described as an"act of
thanksgiving" or the traditional term "penance" may be used,
which dates back to the early dayswhen penitents undertook a
spiritual discipline orgood work as akind of compensation to
offset their wrongdoing. This "act of thanksgiving" may consist
of a prayer, a psalm, ahymn orcanticle. It is often thereading
of a passage of Scripture ora period of meditation on a particu
lar truth of the Christian faith. Occasionally the recommendation
may be to ask for a particular gift orgrace in your daily prayers
in the coming week,or to pray every day for aweek for a particu
lar person youhave been having difficulties with. Note that the
"penance" isalways a single act ora short series, and never
implies an enduring obligation.

At the wordsof absolution, your faith tells you that you are
now at the very heart of the mystery of forgiveness through the
cross of Christ. The words are as effective and immediate as
Jesus' words to the paralytic. Receive them with the same
gratitude and trust that you give to the Prayer of Thanksgiving
in the eucharist. After that prayer the bread andwine on the
altar isnolonger ordinary food but the body and blood of
Christ; after these wordsyou are no longer the same, but have
been restored to union with God.

The laying on of hands isnot only asymbol of restoration
to good standing in the church, but aritual used in thehealing
ministry of the church. As thousands can testify, there are times
when the healing effect of prayer can be felt physically. It is
possible that with the laying on of hands you might feel a sensa
tion of warmthor the flowing-in of energy. This is one indication
that an inner healing is taking place and you can be thankful for it.
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Some confessors will offer extempore prayer after the absolu
tion and give you ablessing. After the dismissal it is afrequent
custom for the priest to offer you the "kiss ofpeace" that we
exchange during the eucharist, agentle hug or handshake which
expresses your restoration to the "fellowship of the Holy Spirit,"
the community of forgiven sinners whoseek to love oneanother
as Christ loves them.

It is ideal if you can spend some time in prayer on your own
in the church or some other quiet place right away. You can make
your act of thanksgiving, pray for the priest who was the minister
ofthe sacrament, ponder the advice and encouragement you
receive, promise your forgiveness of those who have wronged you,
and express the joy and reflief you feel. Psalm 103 is agood
prayer of praise for this moment.

Sacramental Confession and the Rhythm of Repentance
The experience of forgiveness in depth gives us anew begin

ning in life and its keynote is joy. This joy is not merely relief at
being freed from guilt, but the restoration ofa profound sense of
God's love for us in Christ. The joy we feel is an overflow of
God's joy in us. Jesus compared God to awoman who loses a
precious coin: "And when she has found it, she calls together her
friends and neighbors, saying, 'Rejoice with me, for I have found
the coin which I had lost.' Just so, I tell you, there is joy before
the angels ofGod over one sinner who repents" (Lk. 15:9,10).
The rhythm ofrepentance in Christian life is the constant pattern
of returning toGod and sensing the joy ofGod in our return. We
keep on rediscovering that God has the power to use even our
worst sinsand lapses to draw us closer. This is the secret ofGod's
victory in the cross and resurrection ofChrist. The rediscovery
of God's inexhaustible patience with usand unconditional readi
ness to accept us again fully as sons and daughters overcomes the
damage we have inflicted on our life through our sin. But it does
not merely offset or repair the damage and restore the status quo.
The heart ofthe good news is that grace abounds. The experience
of restoration by the free giftof God does not set theclock back
to where we were. It takesus further, and intensifies ourrelation-
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ship. In being forgiven we can find ourselves closer to God, more
grateful, more appreciative, more trusting thanwe were before we
wandered off into sin.

After your first confession, consider how you want and how
Godwants this rhythm ofrepentance to be built into your life
from now on.

The first thing to seek is the gift of turningto God the instant
you become aware that you have done something wrong, express
ing yoursorrow and asking for forgiveness there and then. It takes
much practice and faith to learn this resilience wherebywe keep
on renewing our trust in God's forgiveness time and time again,
on each occasion takingup our life again without holding on to
regret and anxiety.

Second, you willwant to set aside certain regular times for
self-examination. Some make this part of a daily discipline, but
it is appropriate for everyone to spend a little time before the
eucharist on Sunday in looking back overthe week. This time is
not to be narrowly focused on sin. It is a time for reflection on
what we have done, what we have been involved with, what we
seekawareness of our life, what is truly going on and how we
have been responding to God's invitations to love. Out of this
awareness we are stimulated to give thanks, praise, to intercede,
to ask for what we need, and to confess our sins and receive for
giveness. If we come to the eucharist after thiskind of exercise
of awareness, the absolution given in the liturgy can be appre
ciated andheard as God'sliving word of pardon.

Then there is the question of the place of sacramental confes
sion throughout the course of your life. There are rare cases
where people make their confession only once in their life; after
wards, they find forgiveness adequately mediated by prayer and
in corporate worship. But the majorityof those who make their
confession discover suchbenefits that they want to return to the
sacrament again in the future. There are two ways in which you
can integrate sacramental confession into your life. The first is
to reserve the rite for any crisis that may comein the future.
You know that in the event ofa serious lapse or alienation from
God, you willbe able to return through the rite of reconciliation.
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The second wayisto make sacramental confession aregular
part of your spiritual life, a discipline ofrenewal andrecommit
ment. The frequency of confession varies from person to person
quite legitimately, andit may take some experimentation to
discover whatrhythm most helps you. It is typical to find that
aftera certain lapse of time aninnerpressure or invitation recurs,
drawing us to a renewal ofdiscipleship anda fresh experience
ofgrace. Usually the length of the intervals betweenconfessions
isrelated to the effectiveness ofourmemory. We can recall
events of the last twelve weeks with reasonable accuracy; looking
back over the last twelve months in any detail is much more
difficult. An alternative pattern of regularity isbased on the
church's year. The climax of the Christian year at Easter sum
mons us to make ourconfession in Holy Week. Similarly we
prepare for Christmas by making ourconfession during the Advent
season. We can begin the penitential season of Lentby making a
confession andalso prepare for the feast of Pentecost in the same
way. The discipline is anobjective one that transcends purely
personal impulses, and helpsto emphasize the corporate dimen
sion ofreconciliation while deepening ourappreciation of the
church's seasons of faith. If you wereto celebrate the rite of
reconciliation at these times, andalso go at the end of the
summer, you would have a strong discipline which is typicalof
many serious and committed Anglicans who have a rule of life to
help them grow in discipleship.

A final point. As you experience God's gift of forgiveness,
remember that you are called to be awitness to God's offer of
reconciliation through Christ. Reconciliation is not a boon for
certain individuals, but the onlyhope for the world. How can you
welcome others into the experience of reconciliation that you
have beengiven? By your baptism and the renewal of the grace of
baptism in the sacrament ofreconciliation, you share in the minis
try of reconciliation entrusted to God's people. Take a full part in
extending God'sgift to others and be ready to testify to the peace
ofGod which passes allunderstanding given in the sacrament of
reconciliation.


